Lounge furniture

sopha

Communication at its
very best: Sedus sopha.
Even in this, the Internet age, direct dialogue is and remains the most
important and most efficient way of communicating in the office.
Sedus sopha has been specially developed to promote face-to-face
communication. It is an extremely comfortable upholstered furniture
system with a distinct, elegant style and many design options, which
sits equally well in impressive reception areas as on the management
floor or in the communicative central areas of open-plan offices.
Design: speziell®

This is what efficient, creative
workplaces look like.
Inspiration seldom comes at one’s desk. According to scientific studies, people
are at their most creative when they feel at ease, when they relax and let their
thoughts wander and can talk with others in a laid-back atmosphere. Creating
the right conditions for this is becoming a fundamental success factor, especially
for companies in innovation-driven sectors. Sedus sopha gives office spaces that
stimulating quality which is so important for productive brainwork.
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Sedus sopha brings
movement into the office.
Movement and changing working postures are important for healthy office
work. It’s no contradiction that comfortable seating actually aids mobility.
Whether for confidential tête-à-têtes, an informal chat with colleagues or
a spontaneous team meeting, Sedus sopha creates zones within the room
which encourage interaction outside one’s personal workstation, whilst
also offering a private retreat and break area.
Power is available directly at your seat thanks to the sopha power supply.
This module can be simply hooked on to all sopha configurations with back
and extension elements, enabling retrofitting at any time.

High-quality covers.
In addition to the 30
shades in the Fame
collection, a highquality wool upholstery and 13 attractive
shades of leather,
many other colours
from the Crêpe, Gaja,
Remix and imitation
leather collections are
also available.

Design flexibility.
Sedus sopha can be
designed either to
harmonise with any
colour scheme or create
striking highlights.
Carcass, extensions
and cushions can also
be combined in various
colours.

With connection.
A version with three
power connections or a
version with two power
connections plus USB
charger are available.
With integrated power
cord approx. 3 m long.

The range at a glance.
Complete models.
Height 850
Depth 800

Lounge chair
Width 880

2-seat sofa
Width 1600

3-seat sofa
Width 2320

Stool
Width 720

2-seater
Width 1440

3-seater
Width 2160

Example of a 2-seater with
a corner back on the right,
overall height 750
width 1520

Example of a 2-seater with a corner
back, seat cushion and extension
element, height 400, each on the left
overall height 1150, width 1520

Example of 2 x 2-seaters with back extension,
seat cushions and extension elements
height 600, on the left, rear and right
overall height 1350, width 3040

Base elements.
Height 430
Depth 720

Combinations.
Base elements, corner
backs/back extensions,
seat cushions and
extension elements
in heights of 400 and
600 mm offer a large
range of options.
Depth 800

Side tables.
Provide storage space
and give central and
reception areas a more
homely feel.
Square 700 x 700, table height 425

Rectangle 1400 x 500, table height 245

sweetspot. The side
table and lounge
table are the perfect
addition to the sopha
range.

Dia. 400, table height 680

Dia. 700/800/900, table height 680

All measurements in mm
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Sustainable through and through.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany” have been basic corporate principles at Sedus for more
than 50 years. These principles are embodied in Sedus sopha and reflected in the way we work:
designing products which are recyclable, using ecologically tested materials, conserving resources,
being energy-aware in our manufacturing and conducting ongoing quality tests.
For example, semi-aniline dyed leather of the very highest quality is used for the sopha communication
furniture. This means that the leather is through-dyed and only as much colour is applied as will allow it
to remain open-pored and breathable. When the upholstery is cut out, care is taken to ensure that only
a few, small natural features occur in places where they will be visible in order to give the material its
unmistakable character.
You will find more details on Sedus’ quality and sustainability philosophy at www.sedus.com/en/ecology

Fabric that lasts
longer. Our fabrics are
put to the test even
before manufacturing
– for instance, in relation to tear strength,
chemical resistance
and light fastness.

Local leather.
To ensure top quality
and eco-friendly short
transport routes, we
source our leathers
exclusively from
South Germany and
Austria.

Powder coating instead of paint finish.
We employ the more
eco-friendly and
higher quality powder
coating for finishing
and protecting against
rust.

Chrome, the shining
example of
eco-friendliness.
At Sedus, perfect
chrome surfaces
include a water treatment plant, which
removes production
residue from the
water.

Company.
ISO 50001
ISO 9001
ISO 14001

Around the world, Sedus
adheres to the principles
of the UN Global Compact
for human rights, labour
standards, the environment
and anti-corruption.

Sedus sopha:
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